
Introduction

This book might not change your life (sorry) It is a collection

of poetry and messages that I have written over the years,

messages that the Universe has sent to me. I have allowed

these messages to flow through me unrestricted at some point

or other as various people or events have inspired me. I hope

as a reader you relate to them, or find something within them

that is deep within yourself; like a hand that dips into a stream

pulling out gems, you wash away the dirt, leaving only the

sparkling stones in your hand.

Around the start of 2011, I had just come out of a breakup

and felt a little lost, I didn't know how to heal myself and all

I did feel at the time was an enormous amount of pain, anger

and confusion. I trusted the process that the Universe would

eventually heal me, that "it just takes time" and all the usual

things your friends tell you and that you eventually tell yourself.

I asked the Universe for a sign; sendme something, please, so I

can stop feeling so awful, not just about the breakup but stuck

and dissatisfied with my life in general. It responded. It didn't

just respond with small trickles of rain from above, it hit me in

the face at the speed of a space shuttle taking off at 18,000mph.

I had a huge wake-up call, I started to allow new people intomy

life, new places and new experiences. I worked on myself and

at the time I was reading books like The Tao of Wu by The Rza



and The Power of Now by Eckhart Tolle. I was reading poetry

by Rumi and Charles Bukowski. I felt like I had lost my way

between the years of 2008 - 2010 and all of the events that

had occurred in the past led up to me awakening myself again

in 2011. The artistic side that I had hidden underneath had

resurfaced and I wanted to explore the vast regions of mymind.

The years that followed that, I developed a lot more and the

people and experiences in my life have helped me to do so. I

started an Instagram around 2013 with writing on it, quotes of

others and a few frommyself, in the hope to help people and

spread words like wildfire. I started to include more of my own

writing on my account and during these periods of growth; I

have been broken, thrown into the fire and come out forged

stronger than before once more little more versed in the

lessons that life viciously hurls at me I have been able to see

light, like a cracked window with light that peers into a dark

room. My growth hasn't always been bad, I have experienced

love and joy and this too has enabled a lot of growth within

myself. I have felt love for others, I have felt synchronicity

and I have felt a greater connection to the Universe than ever

before.

In the past year or two, I have met new people and written

about them, I have explored the microcosm more and I have

tried to delve deep into myself the myriad of people and

places have helped me examine who I really am and what I'm

here for. I have been able to feel the life-force around me, that

surrounds me like a blanket, in Chinese it is called Chi, in

Sanskrit, they call it Prana, or in Star Wars, they just call it "The

Force." There are a handful of people in particular that have

helped me raise



myvibration to a pointwhere I'mnow able to share thesewords

in a book and not just onmy Instagram account. Overwhelming

love and support is the greatest thing I have felt over the last

year and I hope that by reading my words you are able to shift

any lower vibrations into higher energy patterns, your thoughts

dictate your reality. We're all here to learn and to be tested.

We're all here to bloom into our true gorgeous self.


